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A Message from Nexign’s CEO

2019 has been a year of significant transformation and success for Nexign. We continued to
grow our business in the Middle East, Africa, and
Southeast Asia, and to consolidate our position in
these regions.
This past year also saw our company integrate
successfully with ICS Holding. In becoming part
of this large IT ecosystem, we laid the foundations
for synergy with other companies in the holding
and opened up new opportunities for business
development.
One important step we took last year was to set
up a joint venture between Nexign (as part of ICS
Holding) and Gazprom Neft. The new company
will develop digital products for the oil and gas
industry and roll them out to the sector’s Russian
and global markets. This is a fascinating project
for us, and we are confident that we will be able
to apply our know-how and skills effectively to
this promising industry beyond the boundaries of
the telecommunications sector.

Nexign products were highly commended
by major industry analysts Analysys Mason,
GlobalData, and IDC. 2019 also saw Nexign reach
the finals of such prestigious international industry awards as the TM Forum Excellence Awards,
Telecoms World Middle East Awards, and Global
Telecoms Awards, and the company was listed in
the top three in CNews’ Leading IT Suppliers for
Telecom ranking.
Our successes were to a large extent made
possible by significant internal changes. In
2019 we completed a project to transform
our corporate culture. Nexign’s new values –
#OneTeamOneDNA, #OwnResult, #DriveChange,
and #ThinkCustomer – are now an integral part
of every employee’s role. All of this enables us
to embark upon ambitious new projects with
confidence and to develop strong, competitive
products that draw upon a deep knowledge of
technology and trends.

2020 promises to be a pivotal year for the
telecommunications industry. The launch
of 5G networks, the implementation of eSIM
technology, and the expansion of the Internet
of Things (IoT) are all demanding decisive
action from telecom operators the world over.

Our customers’ trust in us remains
our top priority, which is why we are
especially proud to have completed
a number of large and important
projects in record time last year.

Companies including Uzbektelecom, Rostelecom,
and Tele2 reported excellent outcomes in key
areas of collaboration with us.
In 2019 we completed our brand repositioning
project, creating our official website, Nexign.com,
and updating our client portal. The level of brand
recognition enjoyed by our company on our target international markets rose significantly.

We have no doubt that Nexign’s solutions, which
are designed to promote business growth in the
digital economy era, coupled with our valueoriented approach to what we do, will continue
to assist us in cultivating long-term partnerships
with our customers and allow them to advance
their technological development with confidence.

Igor Gorkov
CEO, Nexign
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Nexign’s bedrock is its strong corporate culture, which is founded upon four key principles. Our corporate values are shared by all of our employees and reflected in the work they do every day: in communication between team members, in collaboration with the industry and the community, in cultivating
relationships with customers and partners, in product development, and in project management at all
levels.

Our values are a compass guiding the
entire company towards success.

#OwnResult

#OneteamOneDNA

We make informed decisions.
We are committed to excellence in everything we do.
We always keep our promises.

#ThinkCustomer
We cultivate lasting relationships with our customers.
We base our actions on our customers’ interests.
We think big, and help our customers to achieve success.
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Cultivating a partnership ecosystem

We are always changing to become more successful.

We foster effective cross-functional working.
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Financial performance

The results achieved by Nexign in 2019 demonstrate that our management team has set the
right strategic course. Revenue in 2019 was up
by 3% compared with 2018. This is indicative of
the company’s stable position, and of the impact
of previous investment in target markets.
In 2019, Nexign succeeded in diversifying its
customer portfolio and developing collaborations with telecom operators in Russia, the CIS,
and other parts of the world. Revenue from new
projects (customer portfolio excluding work
carried out for MegaFon) increased by 38%.
New rollouts of Nexign products, including for
international operators, are going well, and the
company’s solutions are in demand on the global
market.
This positive trend is largely associated with the
success of Nexign’s projects for strategic customers in Russia, and with the first sales of our
new product, Nexign Digital BSS, which occurred in 2019.

2015

Increases in net profit and operating
margin of 22% and 16% respectively
likewise testify to the fact that
Nexign has chosen the right course
and that the work of Nexign’s
global team is bearing fruit.

Net cash flow also continued to grow, by 68% in
comparison with 2018, which suggests that all
company resources are being utilised effectively.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

increase
2019/2018

Company revenue,

103

121

123

210

217

3%

Revenue from new projects

16

12

20

27

37

38%

Net profit

51

58

33

76

92

22%

Operating margin

57

70

45

106

123

16%

Net cash flow*

48

29

29

68

115

68%

million USD

including revenue from new projects

* This figure is calculated as revenue minus expenses.
** The net profit and operating margin figures for 2018 included in this document are slightly different from the figures presented in the 2018
report. This is due to adjustments made to the reporting for 2018 subsequent to the report’s publication.

*** All annual report figures presented reflect management reporting data prepared in compliance with the Russian Accounting Standards
(RAS). The effect of management accounting adjustments on net profit is no more than 2%.
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#OwnResult

Key milestones

A joint venture with Gazprom Neft

Integration with ICS Holding

Diversification of our customer
portfolio
2019 saw company revenue
from new projects grow by
38%. This was largely thanks
to Nexign’s increasingly strong
position on the Russian and
international markets.

New strategic partners in Middle
East and African markets
In 2019 we signed partnership
agreements with two leading systems integrators in the
Middle East and Africa: NETS
International and Giza Systems.
This helped Nexign strengthen
its presence in strategically
important regions and access
new opportunities to promote
its products and services.
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In 2019 Nexign continued its
integration into the IСS Holding
ecosystem. Joint testing of software and hardware systems for
supply to customers was carried
out, and marketing support
organised to enable ICS Holding
companies to participate in international exhibitions and conferences. A corporate university
for employees of all ICS Holding
companies was launched, based
at Nexign’s training centre, the
NX Academy.

Launch of a data analysis
system for Rostelecom
Nexign created a universal
scalable analytics system for
Rostelecom which is designed
around both the provider’s
current needs and its strategic
priorities for developing digital services. The 2019 project
marked a new stage in the companies’ long-term collaboration
on automating inter-carrier
settlements.

Gazprom Neft and ICS Holding (represented by
Nexign) have set up a joint venture that will develop digital products for the oil and gas industry
and roll them out to the sector’s Russian and
global markets.

Next steps in collaboration with MegaFon

New product functionality

In 2019 Nexign and MegaFon continued their
joint development of a new billing system. This
solution is helping the operator to create new
network monetisation opportunities and provide
a high-quality service to subscribers even during
periods of peak demand.

2019 saw Nexign continue to
develop its product line, which
is focused on telecom operators’ key needs: support for
new business models, faster
time-to-market for new products
and services, and an improved
user experience.

Installation of a system for
automating Tele2 partner
settlements
Nexign and Tele2 completed
implementation of a Partner
Relationship Management system to support the operator’s
collaboration with its partner
network. This will allow Tele2
to expand its ecosystem and
create effective new models
for digital partnership in communications services and other
sectors.
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Global market presence
Nexign (the Nexign JSC brand and subsidiary companies) has an extensive network of offices and
branches in target regions. Our headquarters are located in St. Petersburg, Russia, and our regional
offices and subsidiary companies can be found in the following countries:

In 2019, our company changed its name from
Peter-Service JSC to Nexign JSC. Our new articles
of association were registered on 21 June.

Turkey

Estonia

Russian Federation

VENTURA DİJİTAL ÇÖZÜMLER ANONİM
ŞİRKETİ

Nexign reacts flexibly to changes in the
market situation, regulating the activities of
its representatives in accordance with the
company’s key areas of activity. In 2019, the
management team decided to liquidate the
subsidiary PETER-SERVICE ESTONIA due
to the reorientation of Nexign’s commercial
interests to other regions. PETER-SERVICE
ESTONIA ceased operations on 17 September
2019.

Nexign has offices in seven of the Russian
Federation’s major cities, enabling the
company to provide business support for key
customers in Russia and the CIS and to attract
highly qualified staff from leading universities
in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Novosibirsk,
Yekaterinburg, Samara, Krasnodar, and
Vladivostok.

Incorporated in: Republic of Turkey
Scope: developing technology and
modern information-sharing processes in
the field of information technologies and
software.

Nexign is now successfully applying its experience in creating
high-performance solutions to
help it expand into international
markets. Our comprehensive
portfolio of solutions, microservice architecture, agile integration capabilities, and high level
of process automation enable
Nexign’s customers to improve
the performance of their BSS
systems by consolidating them
into a single converged system
capable of offering the flexibility
and transparency required for
rapid integration into the digital
ecosystem.

16 countries
where Nexign solutions are in use

Share of authorised capital belonging to
Nexign JSC: 100%

28 years

of market success providing
solutions for telecom operators

50+

customers comprising telecom
operators from various countries,
including Tier 1 companies

120+

successful projects

1800+

Dominican Republic

Ukraine

SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD
LIMITADA (S.R.L.) – subsidiary company
operating outside the Russian Federation
in compliance with the law of the
Dominican Republic.
Incorporated in: Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic
Scope: developing technology and
modern information-sharing processes in
the field of information technologies and
software.
Share of authorised capital belonging to
Nexign JSC: 51%
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PETER-SERVICE UKRAINE LLC*
Incorporated in: Kyiv, Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
A branch of Nexign JSC
Incorporated in: Dubai, UAE
Scope: developing technology and
modern information-sharing processes in
the field of information technologies and
software.

Scope: installing and implementing software
by PETER-SERVICE JSC; providing technical
support for this software.
Share of authorised capital belonging to
Nexign JSC: 100%
* Operations are currently suspended due to the inclusion of
this country on a sanctions list.

employees

50 000+
transactions per second
processed by Nexign’s
BSS platform

200 million+
subscribers in our customers’
subscriber bases
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Industry recognition

Industry
collaborations

Today, Nexign is firmly established on the
Russian and global markets. Our activities and
growth in 2019 won plaudits from the global
industry community: the company received a
large number of mentions in leading professional publications. Increasing awareness of the new
Nexign global brand and the company’s rising
authority on the market are fostering the establishment of long-term customer and partner
relationships throughout the world.

Nexign is a member of major international industry
associations GSMA, TM Forum, 3GPP, and ETSI.
Our ongoing collaboration with these organisations
provides Nexign and its employees with a profound
understanding of the needs of the IT and telecom
industry, access to the latest market research,
and the ability to maintain contact with potential
customers all over the world.

Nexign awards and nominations in 2019:

TM Forum
Excellence
Awards
2019

Global
Telecoms
Awards

Telecoms
World
Awards

nominated for
the Operational
Transformation and
Agility Award

category BSS/OSS
Transformation
Excellence

nominated for
Innovation Award –
Vendor

RUSSOFT
Awards
2019

Ranked
by CNews as
one of the
top three

Nominated
for the Priority
award

nominated for
Fastest Business
Growth

leading providers
of IT for telecom
operators

in the import
substitution
category

Awards received by the management team:
Nexign CEO Igor Gorkov was ranked among the
top 100 managers by Russian business newspaper Delovoy Peterburg in the IT Company
Management Performance category, and was
a finalist for the RBC St. Petersburg Prize in the
Manager category.
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Nexign
in the media

230%

2019 was an important year for the growth
of Nexign brand awareness in target markets. Key business and IT publications in
the Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia, and
Europe noted Nexign’s regional marketing
activities, remarking on their effectiveness.
Mentions of Nexign in the international press
increased by 230% in comparison with 2018.
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Products and services
In the digital economy era, telecommunications
companies have the following requirements
of IT solutions providers:
Reduced total cost of ownership (TCO) for
BSS systems
General improvements in business
transparency and performance
The ability to establish partner ecosystems
to jointly create and provide services
Provision of a high-quality user experience
based on better service and increased
accessibility of products and services in any
format convenient for the subscriber

Nexign’s high-tech software solutions
are promoting the digital transformation
of telecom operators and responding
to market expectations which place
the customer, their needs, and
their priorities centre stage.

“Nexign has a strong portfolio of offerings in Nexign Network Monetisation
Suite, Nexign Digital BSS and Nexign
IoT Solution. The company is positioning itself as a value leader that can offer
operators digital products with a lower
total cost of ownership (TCO) compared
to other leading vendors.”

‘Monetisation platforms: worldwide market shares’ – 2018 report by
Analysys Mason.
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Nexign Digital BSS
2019 saw our Nexign Digital BSS product shortlisted for several prestigious international awards,
including the Global Telecom Awards and TM Forum Excellence Awards. It was also mentioned in
‘Monetisation platforms: worldwide market shares, 2018’, a report published on 16 August 2019 by
global consulting and research firm Analysys Mason.
Nexign Digital BSS brings together all of the key functions of a BSS system in a modular solution that
enables telecom operators to make their business processes more efficient and harness the new
opportunities provided by the digital world to diversify their revenues.
Nexign Digital BSS is based on convergent billing, real-time charging, and a single comprehensive
product catalogue for the centralised management of all products and services.

The Nexign Digital BSS architecture meets the highest industry standards, simplifying systems integration and streamlining digital transformation for communications service providers.
Nexign Digital API enable omnichannel interaction with subscribers, ensuring seamless switching
between channels and a personalised service. This helps boost operator performance and improve the
customer experience.
Use of open software interfaces and Open API in Nexign products provides our customers with advantages that include straightforward integration, reduced expenditure on digital transformation projects,
and agility in developing IT infrastructure and services.

Key advantages
of the Nexign BSS platform:

Convergence in all
areas, including network
type, mode of service
provision, subscriber
category, and payment
method

Architecture based on
a single comprehensive
product catalogue

Support of 5G-enabled
business models

The solution’s architecture
meets the needs of telecom
operators who require agile
management of products,
services, resources, and
processes in order to rapidly launch offerings on the
market.

The Nexign billing platform
makes it possible to rate,
charge and bill for delivered
services, supporting a variety of payment schemes,
service types and user
categories.

A profound solution for
online charging and
policy control supports
the creation of complex
tariff plans and bonus programmes to boost customer loyalty.

2019 results

Microservices
architecture with native
DevOps support
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Online charging

Support for cloud
deployment

Nexign Digital BSS now has expanded functionality in the areas of order management,
process configuration, flexible pricing, and
billing in convergent networks. Functions to
make product catalogue management more
convenient were added.

We released an update to Nexign’s
Convergent Billing Solution (our system for
billing and managing customer relationships,
employed in leading telecom operators’ networks in Russia, the CIS, and Europe). We also
enriched the functionality of operator's working place interface, giving the users greater
flexibility in processes management.
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Nexign Network Monetisation Suite
In 2019 our Nexign Network Monetisation Suite featured in two reports by market intelligence provider IDC, ‘Market Glance: Monetization Ecosystem Software’ and ‘Market Glance:
Telecommunications’.

Nexign Network Monetisation Suite has undergone years of testing in the networks of leading telecom
operators, where it has proven its ability to handle high loads and complex technological and business
challenges.

Nexign Network Monetisation Suite is designed to help customers establish new sources of revenue,
improve the user experience, and reduce TCO through high productivity and integration with external systems.

Nexign Network Monetisation Suite can function as the basis for an entire ecosystem, and serve as the
foundation for transforming an operator into a digital service provider. In the context of the modern
digital market, this solution gives operators access to the global, decentralised marketplace for digital services, allows them to monetise convergent networks, and enables them to create personalised
offerings for their customers and offer network and OTT service bundles.
The high capacity and performance of the Nexign BSS platform ensures that the key system components are 5G-ready.

Nexign Network Monetisation
Suite functionality

Nexign Network Monetisation Suite is capable
of serving up to 50 million subscribers on a
single node

Nexign Digital BSS can be deployed in
Amazon Web Services (AWS)

OCS, PCRF, and DRA are certified for operation in NFV infrastructure as virtual network
functions

Reauthorisation within 1 millisecond thanks
to Nexign Network Monetisation Suite
optimisation

2019 results
Nexign Network Monetisation Suite now
includes modules for direct integration with
service providers (SCEF) and managing congested networks (RCAF).

monetising partnership ecosystems, enables
quality of service (QoS) management in digital
service provider infrastructure, and supports
sponsored data scenarios.

The Service Capability Exposure Function
(SCEF) presents new opportunities for

Authorisation, rating, charging,
traffic management, and other
services in real time
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Monetisation of convergent services for private and corporate
customers with both prepaid
and postpaid plans

APIs for direct integration with
application service providers
(ASPs) and IoT platforms

Implementing a function that informs on radio
network congestion (the RAN Congestion
Awareness Function, or RCAF) significantly
increases operator efficiency, ensuring raised
network throughput performance, supporting
business-critical services, and improving
service quality.

Nexign Network Monetisation Suite’s balance
management capabilities have made it possible to launch financial products (debit and
credit cards linked to subscriber's account
balances at MegaFon) and support operator
service factories (Rostelecom).
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Nexign IoT Platform
In 2019 Nexign was recognised as a competitive supplier of IoT solutions in reports by leading analysts,
including:
Gartner:
Competitive Landscape:
IoT Mobile Virtual Network
Operators

Gartner:
Market Guide for Internet
of Things Mobile Virtual
Network Enablers

Nexign IoT Platform solves a range of problems
associated with the practical application of the
IoT. It is a modern solution for the centralised,
real-time management of IoT devices and
services. The platform’s capabilities help CSPs
increase their revenues by offering the market
new IoT services and providing their corporate
customers with opportunities to optimise business processes, reduce costs, and grow their
business.
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IDC:
IoT Connectivity
Management

2019 results
The product has benefitted from an updated, user-friendly graphic interface,
support for the NB-IoT standard thanks to
integration with the SCEF, network function
virtualisation capability, and expanded fraud
management based on device behaviour
analysis.

Connection monitoring,
and management of remote
IoT devices

Service quality management and firmware over the
air updates

Maintenance of a catalogue
of devices and their locations, and SIM card communication monitoring

Management of tariffs,
services, and SIM card
limits, and expenditure
and payment notifications

Warning system based on
device behaviour analysis
and specified limits, blocking in the event of device
IMEI change, and network
activity monitoring

Generation of analytical reports on the current status
of assets and subscription
to notifications about asset
status via various channels:
SMS, email, Push API
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Services
Business Transformation
Delivery Services
In developing and implementing its products,
Nexign combines extensive industry knowledge
and experience, agile methodology, and DevOps
tools to ensure rapid rollout and business process
continuity.

Nexign uses a unique integrated release management process based on CI/CD principles which
includes the testing and launch of every new
product version in Amazon Web Services.

Key advantages

Accelerated development
process

Rapid feedback to
create new competitive
advantages

Lower TCO through
reduced design, testing,
and product development
costs

The cloud management platform enables transparent communication with customer teams, giving the
customer control of the business transformation process.

Managed Operations Services
Outsourcing of current operating activities allows
telecom operators to reduce costs and focus on
key business challenges. Expert application and
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workflow management cuts order processing
time and reduces the risk of errors and downtime,
helping to limit time-to-market for new products.
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Market trends 2020
According to Analysys Mason,1 by 2023 expenditure by telecom operators on IT solutions and services
will exceed USD 100 billion, in the form of significant investment aimed at achieving strategic development objectives. In a new reality in which every subscriber demands personalised customer care, an
extensive choice of digital services, and user-friendly access to these services, telecom operators can
secure additional competitive advantages by harnessing a range of technology trends.

5G: more than speed
Operators expect that mobile
5G will bring new opportunities for revenue growth and
that it will play a role in emerging digital ecosystems in the
long term. If operators want to
increase the appeal of 5G services, they will need to think
beyond upselling higher-data
packages and must consider
building tariffs around new
content types, such as mobile gaming, or highlighting
the performance gains of 5G
by moving to speed-based
tiering.

Karim Yaici, Senior Analyst, Analysys Mason
('Operators in the Gulf region must be
creative in monetising mobile 5G to justify
the business case')

The 5G network launches that many countries are planning for 2020 present new opportunities for telecom
operators to develop and monetise their subscriber
base. Telecommunications infrastructure has attained a
high degree of maturity; in this context, the key factors
in competitive success for operators are set to be improving the user experience and effective monetisation
models. To reduce costs and retain the initiative, players
in a number of regions which share a market are joining
forces to create a common 5G infrastructure. If they
are to strengthen their leading positions and accelerate
returns on their investment, operators will need modern
BSS systems and monetisation tools.

Nexign’s response:
“It is essential that the technical complexity of 5G services remain invisible to the consumer: new-gen communications should be user-friendly, allowing operators to
occupy their rightful place in a changing value creation
chain. Future-oriented BSS should not be limited to operating exclusively in 5G. Solutions should support all current communications generations and standards within a
single node. Full convergence is the path to the centre of
the digital universe.”
Maksim Nartov, Customer Solutions Director, Nexign

1

‘Monetisation platforms: worldwide market shares’ – 2018 report by Analysys Mason.
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Digital ecology:
a mindful approach
to data
In 2015, the total volume of data accumulated by humankind
exceeded 1 zettabyte. By 2025, this figure may have increased
by a factor of more than 160 to 163 zettabytes (IDC, Data Age
2025). This exponential growth in the volume of data produced and stored has resulted in the need for powerful data
centres which use significant amounts of electricity, creating
an added burden on the environment. And yet only 10% of the
total volume of this information is actually used. Telecom operators have the opportunity to reduce expenditure by changing their approach to data gathering and processing. This
would involve identifying the most important data at the earliest possible stage and using the latest storage, transmission,
and analysis technology. This will enable operators to cut their
own costs, conform to the principles of sustainable development, and improve their customers’ business performance.

Addressing climate change is
one of the most urgent concerns
that faces everyone today. It is
one that cannot be ignored […]
Mobile operators and players
across the ecosystem are delivering a vast range of programs and
initiatives that contribute to the
achievement of the SDGs [the
Sustainable Development Goals
set by the UN], including helping
to combat climate change and its
impacts. In fact...Goal 13 [Climate
Action] is one of the SDGs to
which operators are making the
strongest contribution.

Nexign’s response:

eSIM: a tool for
reconfiguring market
positions
eSIM technology gives subscribers a new flexibility in their
relationship with telecom operators. An increasing number
of consumer devices support this function, and the number
of subscribers using it is rising rapidly. The spread of eSIMs
is set to trigger intensified competition between operators,
requiring fresh efforts to strengthen subscriber loyalty. In
this new context, the market will be led by those telecom operators who succeed in improving their service faster than
their colleagues, and who harness the potential of new channels for service provision through integration with digital
marketplaces that are eSIM-ready.

Nexign’s response:

“Working with big data isn’t about indiscriminately collecting all available data about end users, but about consciously
creating algorithms that make it possible to collect only data
which is truly necessary. Nexign products can reduce subscriber data storage and processing costs by 20%.”
A large number of CSPs anticipate eSIMs to replace traditional
SIM cards over the next decade.
This shift away from traditional
SIM cards is expected to have a
significant impact on customer
acquisition, service provisioning
and activation and even services and offerings.

Mats Granryd, Director General, GSMA,
in ‘Technology for Climate Action in Latin America
and the Caribbean: How ICT and Mobile Solutions
Contribute to a Sustainable, Low-Carbon Future’.

Alexey Vedin, Director of Network Monetisation Products, Nexign

John Abraham, Principal Analyst, Analysys Mason
('Distributed ledger technologies: the basis for CSP
ecosystems of future')

“Development of our product portfolio is focused first and
foremost on transformative technologies and key market
drivers like 5G and eSIM.”
Igor Gorkov, CEO, Nexign
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The Internet of Things:
cheaper and larger-scale
Nexign has a strong focus on
partnering with service providers from other verticals
and industries in order to offer
CSPs cross-domain expertise
in IoT monetisation.

John Abraham, Principal Analyst, Analysys Mason,
‘IoT Monetisation Platforms: An Increasing Number
of Use Cases is Encouraging CSP Investment’,
2018.

The IoT is an IT market leader in growth-rate terms, partly due
to the advanced development of telecoms infrastructure.
The world develops and manufactures billions of devices that
make it possible to automatically control various processes
and gather and provide monitoring data for analysis and
decision-making. Operators can acquire additional opportunities to expand their subscriber base by offering customers
who use IoT solutions for various purposes stable communications channels and competitive conditions for connecting to
them. The implementation of new technology infrastructures
(for example NIDD) that optimise network resource use is set
to become a key success factor in working with smart devices.

Nexign’s response:
“Monetisation platforms should support economical technologies such as NIDD to ensure sufficient capacity for an
enormous number of low-cost IoT connections without reducing the quality of the user experience for conventional
subscribers.”
Alexey Vedin, Director of Network Monetisation Products, Nexign

Globalising partnership
ecosystems
Telecom operators in search of new monetisation models are
entering into collaborations with all market participants at a
global level. The creation of partnership ecosystems requires
the most effective technologies available, unprecedented
responsiveness and flexibility, and the ability to work with
companies from highly diverse sectors operating on highly
diverse scales.
As infrastructure is set to become increasingly standardised,
the level of each individual operator’s infrastructural development will no longer represent a competitive advantage. On
the other hand, companies will be able to join forces to offer
a higher-quality service and cultivate a positive customer experience. All of this will make the use of modern BSS/OSS systems and effective monetisation tools even more important.

The sale of digital business solutions is stimulating the formation of partnership ecosystems
which present a challenge to
the structures and processes
of traditional partnership programmes. In order to succeed,
technology and service providers optimising their market
launch strategy should create entirely new ecosystem
programmes.

Nexign’s response:
“The rapid development of digital technology and growing
expectations on the part of end users are necessitating greater flexibility and openness from IT companies. In its collaborations with telecom operators, Nexign is focused on long-term
partner relationships. Our objective is to assist telecom operators in becoming digital service providers and in fully leveraging the opportunities made available to them.”

Gartner “Disruptive Program Design for TSP Partner
Ecosystems,” Mark Paine, 16 March 2020
The Gartner content described herein, (the "Gartner
Content") represent(s) research opinion or viewpoints
published, as part of a syndicated subscription
service, by Gartner, Inc. ("Gartner"), and are not
representations of fact. Gartner Content speaks as
of its original publication date (and not as of the date
of this [type of filing]) and the opinions expressed in
the Gartner Content are subject to change without
notice.

Igor Gorkov, CEO, Nexign
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Our customer portfolio
Nexign’s strong product portfolio
and experience accumulated
over 28 years of successful operations enable us to implement
BSS transformation projects in
diverse market segments, meeting the needs both of major mobile and fixed network operators
and of smaller operators and
MVNOs in regional markets in
Russia, the CIS, the Middle East,
and Africa.
To succeed in the digital world,
telecom operators need to
diversify their revenue sources

and apply new business models
that get the most out of modern
technology. The variety of services offered and the quality of
the user experience are decisive
factors in the competitive landscape, which is why telecom
operators are seeking the ability
to launch new products and services rapidly and effectively.
To do this they need a flexible
BSS platform, in combination
with an accelerated development and implementation cycle
that enables them to adapt to

Major operators
a constantly changing market
without loss of service quality.
This challenge is especially relevant for operators at a national
level who have a subscriber
base numbering in the millions
and branches located in different regions and time zones.

The key factors holding back development for major operators are the use of a large number of inherited solutions, a lack of process unification, and limited synchronisation between branch and divisional
operations.
For these reasons, the modern context presents these companies with the following business challenges:

Realising digital
transformation

Improving the
quality of their
subscriber
experience

Accelerating
the launch of
new products
and services

Nexign is successfully responding to these
challenges in a digital transformation project
for MegaFon which has already seen us replace
seven separate billing systems with a single convergent pricing and billing solution. The processing and logistical power of this system supports
superior performance and reliability, allowing
it to handle peak loads from a subscriber base
numbering in the millions. Our product catalogue
is helping business users to rapidly launch new
products and services for subscribers.
In 2019 Nexign completed B2C database migration, and in 2020 the company will continue
moving B2B and B2G subscribers over to a new
system. One important feature of this project
is seamless implementation. Use of a DevOps
delivery model in combination with a billing system featuring a distributed architecture enables
Nexign to update the system with no downtime.

Rapidly
integrating
partners into
their ecosystem

Reducing the
total cost of
hardware and
software solution
ownership

Nexign is also presently solving digital transformation challenges for Rostelecom. In 2019,
Nexign brought an analytical reporting system
online which analyses data from inter-operator
B2O (Business-to-Operator) accounts. The system
developed by Nexign makes effective use of big
data technology and will enable Rostelecom to
fully control voice traffic volumes and monitor the
performance of its pricing policy.
For Tele2, Nexign implemented a Partner
Relationship Management (PRM) solution, which
enables the calculation of partner incentives to be
managed flexibly via a customisable user interface. This Nexign solution helps the operator to
reduce the cost of supporting partner relationship
processes and increases the efficiency of sales
channels.

We also successfully completed the transition to
a single Policy and Charging Rule Function (PCRF)
module – an important project for the development of infrastructure used jointly by MegaFon
and Yota. This made it possible to reduce support costs, ensure horizontal scalability, and
implement new overload management functions
throughout the network.
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Small and medium-sized regional
players and MVNOs

Cultivating a partnership ecosystem
To operate effectively on the modern telecoms
market, simply offering customers a high-quality
product is no longer sufficient. To address all of
the challenges that telecom operators face, it
is essential to create a partnership ecosystem
in which the success of the whole is dependent
on each participant. By building new business
models which include both service providers
and telecom operators, it is possible to create new sources of profit for all participants
and raise customer satisfaction levels. That is
why Nexign is taking a responsible approach
to selecting partners from among the most
innovative, open companies with impeccable
reputations.
Nexign is continuing to develop its relationships with important international players to
strengthen its presence on target markets. In
2019 we concluded agreements with the major
systems integrators NETS International and Giza
Systems, both leaders on the Middle Eastern
and African markets.

One of the most significant projects carried
out by Nexign in the small and medium-sized
operator segment in 2019 was completing BSS
system modernisation for a key Central Asian
operator. In the course of the project, four
inherited systems were brought together into a
single convergent solution that serves both the
operator’s mobile and fixed networks. The customer was also able to optimise expenditure on
BSS/OSS system maintenance, and to reduce
the average time-to-market for new subscriber
services from one month to one week.

A desire to reduce costs and improve process
efficiency is encouraging telecom operators to
modernise their BSS systems and diversify into
adjacent sectors. Here, one undeniable trend is
the development of IoT technology.
In 2019, Nexign implemented a Connectivity
Management Platform (CMP) solution for an
MVNO that forms part of a major Russian oil and
gas company; the solution makes it possible to
connect, monitor, and carry out diagnostics on
remote IoT devices. The platform is designed to
gather data from M2M SIM cards in GLONASS
devices, which the operator uses to manage its
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Launching new multiservice pricing plans
and other services allowed the operator
to expand its subscriber base by more
than 25% and increase its ARPU by 10%.

vehicle fleet. It enables data from SIM cards in
devices to be collected and transmitted for further processing. The operator was provided with
a tool for addressing a full spectrum of SIM card
management challenges, including connecting,
servicing, and monitoring their status.

Nexign supports the implementation and deployment of cutting-edge technology, which is
why its partners include such providers of innovative technology platforms as Oracle, Amazon,
Red Hat, and Microsoft.
Last year, Nexign concluded more than 20
partnership agreements of various kinds. In
2020, the company is preparing to launch a new
scheme for collaboration with global, regional,
and technological leaders.

Global partners:

Technology partners:

Regional partners:

Software partners:

A key outcome of the project was a 15%
reduction in the company’s costs.
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Board of Directors *

Senior management

* The Nexign JSC Board of Directors was formed on 13 June 2019.

Alexey Khrenov

Vice President, ICS Holding LLC;
Chair of the Board of Directors

Natalia Zabavina

Financial Director, ICS Holding LLC;
Member of the Board of Directors

Igor Gorkov

Mikhail Matyushin

Alexey Volynkin

CEO

Chief Technology Officer

Chief Commercial Officer

Yulia Poslavskaya

Vladimir Perevolotskiy

Natalia Komleva

Chief Marketing Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Chief Financial Officer

Andrey Zakharov

Andrey Gulidin

Ahmad Sayed

Chief Human Resources Officer

Account Management Director,

Regional Director,

All Regions

Middle East and Africa

Stanislav Kiselev

CEO, JSA Group LLC;
Member of the Board of Directors

Olga Kolobkova

Analytics Centre Director, ICS Holding LLC;
Member of the Board of Directors

Yulia Shutkina

CEO, GSA Group LLC;
Member of the Board of Directors
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The Nexign Team

Specialist training
In 2019 Nexign expanded its opportunities for
collaboration with leading technology-focused
universities in Russia, and in St. Petersburg in
particular, by concluding a number of new partnership agreements. Our experts help to shape
university teaching programmes, and deliver
regular lectures and masterclasses for students.
Nexign also successfully operates and develops
its own system for selecting and training students
for summer internships.

Achievements

The driving force
behind Nexign
is its employees
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Nexign is a team of professionals who create,
implement, and maintain systems that provide
24/7 communications to hundreds of millions of
people throughout the world.
We currently employ 1,800 people across a number of different countries, and one of our strategic
goals is to continue cultivating a strong and cohesive international team.

Collaboration agreements
signed with Peter the Great
St. Petersburg Polytechnic
University (SPBPU),
St. Petersburg’s ITMO
(Information Technologies,
Mechanics and Optics)
University, and St. Petersburg
State University (SPBU), providing Nexign with the opportunity not only to participate
in the educational process,
but also to offer students
industrial placements.

ITMO Master’s Studies at
Nexign project launched jointly
with St. Petersburg’s ITMO
University. During this 18-month
educational programme, ten
ITMO Master’s students work
under the supervision of
Nexign experts to expand their
knowledge of modern technologies by gaining practical
skills and working on real-life
problems. A new cohort for
the programme will be chosen
every year.

More than 200 students took
part in NX Bootcamp: a project
designed to help advanced
undergraduate and Master’s
students studying for IT degrees develop important skills
for success when working on
major commercial projects and
learn more about Nexign and
its corporate culture, thereby
better preparing them for an
internship with us.
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Recruitment
Nexign has a good knowledge of today’s job
market and is always working to improve its
recruitment and onboarding processes. One of
our key objectives is to attract highly qualified
people. This is why Nexign works to create a
corporate culture that offers every employee
equal opportunities and the chance to demonstrate their professional and leadership qualities.
We are committed to developing our HR brand
as a leader in the digitalisation of the telecommunications sector – one of the key industries of
the modern economy. This commitment enables
us to attract ambitious and goal-driven professionals to our team. Their ideas and knowledge
provide the foundation for the development of
Nexign’s innovative products and the company’s
future success.

Nexign’s onboarding programme:
a successful start for every employee
In 2019 Nexign was joined by 360 new
employees in the following roles:

3%

4% 3%

16%

In 2019 Nexign completed work on its onboarding
process, which was made uniform across all divisions. We launched an onboarding portal, where
all necessary information and training resources are collected in one place. Every employee
completes a short training course to familiarise
them with our company history, traditions, products, technologies, and career opportunities.
Supervisors also have the option of tailoring

training packages to individual employee development plans, and of taking into account the specifics of the project or team in which the new recruit
is working. We are also continuing to develop our
already successful Buddy project, in which every
new specialist is assigned a mentor. Mentors
assist newcomers in finding their way around the
office, getting to know their team faster, and getting to grips with their role.

74%

Development and implementation
of software products — 74%
IT support — 16%
Marketing and sales — 3%
Human resources and training — 4%
Other service functions — 3%

Achievements
We launched our NX Job Offer in
1 Day project: a non-standard format
enabling accelerated recruitment of
applicants for vacancies in software product development roles.
Candidates can go from first interview to job offer in a single day.

Achievements:

95%
More than 20 meetups were held
for software developers and other IT
specialists in the telecom industry.

of specialists recruited in 2019
passed through the onboarding
system, enabling new employees
to successfully settle into their new
roles at Nexign and begin performing at a high level within months of
joining the company.

Employee attrition during the
probation period fell
More than 1,000 people took part in
open IT events at Nexign’s offices.

Our School for Software Testers
project helped us to recruit promising specialists with no IT experience
or with minimal high-tech industry
skills.

from 7%
to 2%

The number of Nexign employees
involved in mentoring and helping
new colleagues learn more about
the company and industry rose

by 15%

allowing Nexign to focus on employee development and ensure
stable teamwork.
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Career planning and development

Transitioning to a shared HR service
centre model

Nexign is committed to ensuring the ongoing
professional and personal development of its
employees. In 2019, our technical specialists
participated in major professional conferences for
developers including HighLoad, Joker DevOps,
HolyJS, Heisenbug, Analyst Days, Agile and
PMBOK: A mixture of traditional and agile project
management approaches, ITIL Training, Kafka
Administration, and other events. More than 230
people underwent external training to develop
their project and technical skills.

Nexign’s rapid development and intensive growth
in employee numbers across all the regions in
which we operate have been a stimulus for the
transformation of our HR processes. In June 2019
we opened an Eastern HR Hub, which manages
all HR issues for our employees in Vladivostok,
Novosibirsk, and Yekaterinburg. This has enabled
our HR specialists to respond rapidly to employee
needs and provide corporate services regardless
of time zone and scheduling differences.

Nexign’s training centre, the NX Academy, entered a new phase in its development, serving as
the base for the launch of a corporate university
for all employees of ICS Holding companies.
Professional training, lectures, and masterclasses
are available both at the centre and remotely.

Achievements:
The use of modern staff assessment
and development methods means that
professional training can be evaluated
regularly and individual training plans
formulated for each employee.

The NX Academy
offers more than

100

different courses for developing knowledge of technology and products and
for honing management skills.

More than

70%

of employees
have undergone
NX Academy
training
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Corporate culture
The transformation of Nexign’s corporate culture, intended to support our new corporate strategy,
continued apace in 2019. A number of large-scale and memorable events were held, with the aim
of integrating key values into all of Nexign’s internal processes.

A new corporate portal was
launched, bringing together
all company resources and
services on a single online
platform. The portal contains
information on the skills, knowledge, and areas of responsibility of each specialist, and also
gives employees the opportunity to thank each other for
following Nexign values and to
reward colleagues by transferring ‘nexy’ – Nexign’s own
virtual currency.

Nexign Heroes, a major staff incentive and employee recognition
programme, was organised for the first time in 2019: 30 of our top
employees and teams were presented with awards for achieving
the best results in various operational areas and demonstrating
key company values.

Drive change is one of Nexign’s core values,
and a prerequisite for success in today’s
world. Our employees are always working to
improve Nexign’s internal processes and to
change the world around us for the better
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44,273 messages of
gratitude were published
on the portal in 2019

PROBA
Awards
2019

All of these projects and many others
aimed at developing Nexign’s corporate
culture clearly demonstrate the importance of integrating our values into our
business processes, while simultaneously facilitating increased awareness
of our brand as an employer. In 2019,
Nexign’s culture transformation project
was nominated for a PROBA, a major international communications award, and
was highly commended by the competition jury. The impact of our measures

to implement corporate values is also
reflected in the results of internal evaluations. According to Voice of Nexign (our
annual employee engagement study) the
transformation of our corporate culture is
proving a success: our company values
are shared by 95% of all employees. More
than 80% of employees participated in a
2019 survey, and employee engagement
was assessed at 81%.

All new employees complete
our Matrix business quests.
Matrix is a game is designed
to promote the new company
values and encourage particular behaviours by giving participants an intense experience of
working together.

The NX Ambassadors Club, a
strategic project to develop
Nexign’s corporate culture, was
launched. The project is open to
Nexign employees who not only
share our corporate values, but
promote them too. Club members are charged with cultivating Nexign’s corporate culture
and sharing our corporate
values. Ambassadors appear
at internal and external events,
maintain social media accounts
which they use to talk about
Nexign’s corporate values,
participate in focus groups, and
influence decisions on changes
to the company.

As of 2019, a 360-degree values
assessment has been used
as the basis for an individual
development plan for every
employee. Nexign specialists
also receive personal recommendations as to which training
courses they should consider
and which business literature
they might benefit from reading.
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A socially responsible company

Corporate social responsibility is an integral component of Nexign’s business, giving its employees the
ability to positively influence the development of our sector and of society as a whole. We take a systematic approach to planning, running, and evaluating our activities in this area: eliminating inequality
and improving the natural and social environment provide a foundation both for stable business and
for reliable partner relationships.

Best Office
Awards
2019

Best Office Awards
2019 in the Comfort and
Ergonomics category

Nexign is also committed to improving quality of
life for its employees and their families. Staff have
the opportunity to work flexibly and remotely. In
2019 Nexign joined the Cycle to Work campaign,
which is aimed at focusing attention on healthy
lifestyles and ways to improve the environment in
major cities.

Our team and
the wider world
Nexign is committed to being the best possible
employer for its 1,800 employees. In evolving into
an agile, customer-oriented company that is open
to innovation, Nexign devotes special attention
to creating an atmosphere which encourages initiative, mutual assistance, and a results-oriented
approach. This is also manifested in our approach
to establishing working processes. Every Nexign
office is a testament to the company’s concern
for the comfort and safety of its employees.
Pleasant conditions have been created for both
work and socialising, with relaxation zones, sports
halls, and children’s play areas.
In 2019, Nexign’s headquarters in St. Petersburg,
one of the company’s largest offices, won a Best
Office Award for business interior design in the
Comfort and Ergonomics category. The office
achieved this recognition thanks to its unique
concept, which reflects the most important
features of the Nexign brand: openness to everything new, creativity, and team cohesion.
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An open environment

Charitable activity

Nexign is a place of opportunity. In 2019 the company devoted particular attention to creating an open
working environment, including for people with special needs.

Nexign is committed to making a positive impact on the community – not only through technological
innovation, but also through charitable projects and providing support to those who need it.

Charitable activities in 2019:

An office that works for everyone

Vacancies that stand out

The entrances to our head office have been fitted
with call buttons and telephone panels that can
be used to call for assistance. Information is also
given in braille.

A special icon for vacancies suitable for applicants with a disability can easily be spotted on
our careers website job.nexign.com and on partner websites.

The office has been adapted for wheelchair users,
and special toilet facilities installed with handrails
and low sinks.

Nexign works closely with employment centres
and foundations dedicated to assisting people
with special needs.

Workplaces can optionally be fitted with special
height-adjustable furniture.
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Donors’ Day is a company
tradition. 2019 marked Nexign’s
eighth Donors’ Day, with more
than 80 Nexign employees
giving blood for hospitals in St.
Petersburg and other Russian
cities.

The Bravery Box campaign was
started to provide support to
children fighting serious illness.
Nexign employees raise funds
to buy toys for young children.
After each visit to the doctor’s,
the children are given a small
present to reward them for their
bravery.

Joint projects with charities and
collections of items for children
and adults in hospital.

A joint clean-up day with the
AdVita foundation at St. Petersburg’s Cancer Hospital No. 31.
Nexign employees cleaned up a
park near the clinic and painted
benches.

Giving Tuesday is an international project which Nexign
has supported with charity fairs
and collections of items for
people in need.
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Quality standards

Information security

High-quality products, services, and processes
are among the cornerstones of Nexign’s longterm success. Nexign’s Quality Management
System (QMS) helps the company to efficiently
manage business processes and operate in
accordance with the unified standards set by
our corporate quality policy. The QMS is vital in
helping Nexign cut development and support
costs for software products, achieve smooth
operation for all systems, and reduce error rates.
Nexign regularly monitors customer satisfaction,
and makes every effort to do better each year.

Nexign’s Information Security Management
System (ISMS) forms part of an integrated set of
company management measures. Its objectives
are to safeguard the confidentiality of Nexign’s
information, including customer data, and prevent information security incidents and related
business risks. In 2019 Nexign successfully underwent the first stage of an audit for ISO 27001:2013
certification.
Nexign is committed to protecting the personal
data of its employees and contractors. We configure our data handling processes in compliance
with Russian and international legislation:

Nexign’s QMS, which is based on best practices
and international standards for managing product
and service quality, likewise reflects our brand
values: a focus on results, customer care, team
development, and leadership during times of
change.
In 2019 Nexign once again confirmed its compliance with the international standards ISO
9001:2015 and GOST R ISO 9001-2015. Our
auditor, the certification association Russian
Register, specifically noted the effectiveness
of Nexign’s QMS.

• Federal Law No. 152-FZ dated 27 July 2006
‘On personal data’;
GOST R ISO 9001-2015

• Federal Law No. 149-FZ dated 27 July 2006
‘On information, information technologies, and
information security’;
• Directive 2002/58/EC on Privacy and Electronic
Communications, regulating respect for the rights
and freedoms of natural persons regarding the
processing of their personal data, and for their
rights to confidentiality;
• General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
2016/679, defining the principles and regulations
for working with personal data within the EU and
in other regions where state structures and commercial organisations consider it necessary to
follow its provisions.

ISO 9001:2015
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Anti-corruption policy
Rooting out corruption is a priority for Nexign.
The company’s anti-corruption policy complies
fully with current Russian legislation, and also
takes into consideration the requirements of the
US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the UK
Bribery Act. This enables Nexign to serve as a reliable partner for its customers in different countries worldwide.

Risk management
and oversight. In 2019 the company continued
to improve the procedures and processes that
are essential to the proper implementation of
its anti-corruption policy, the development of
corporate ethical principles, and the growth
of sustainability and social responsibility.

The measures set out in Nexign’s anti-corruption
policy include the setting of ethical standards,
training, periodic risk assessment, monitoring,

Entrepreneurial activity and innovative projects
always involve risk. The Nexign team is fully mindful both of this, and of the fact that operating on
the global market increases the degree of uncertainty that Nexign must face. That is why, in 2019,
a new risk management process was created and
implemented at Nexign. The process enables
employees to objectively assess the probability of
adverse events occurring and to reduce the risk
by reacting flexibly to any changes in the market.

In improving the way it manages risk, Nexign
is committed to enhancing its commercial
performance and its transparency and openness
to integration into the global market, as well as to
achieving maximum clarity and responsiveness in
its managerial decision-making. Nexign is guided
in these efforts by key risk management principles that are shared by responsible businesses
throughout the world.

Key areas of anti-corruption policy development in 2019:

Risk
awareness

Working with contractors:
improving the system of trustworthiness checks, updating
internal provisions on checking
contractors, introducing standardised forms for gathering,
analysing, and storing information on contractors.

Improving internal control
procedures, including modernisation of Nexign’s internal
regulatory documentation in
compliance with current legislation and the introduction of
obligatory control and security
assessment components as
part of business processes.
In particular, a new version
of the company’s Provisions
on Conflicts of Interest was
developed.

Promoting business transparency and sustainability standards
across the industry: compliance
of Nexign’s internal processes
and all activities with current ISO
and GOST standards, monitoring
of all company and employee
actions for compliance with
current Russian and international
legislation.

Risk
management
effectiveness

Analysis of risk
management
system
effectiveness

Continuous risk
identification,
assessment, and
management

Continuous updating
and development
of risk management
system

These measures enabled Nexign to strengthen its authority within
the industry as a stably developing company and reliable
supplier, business partner, and employer.
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Strategic priorities for 2020

Markets:
continuing
international
expansion
Active commercial development in the
Middle East and Africa, and in regions of
strategic interest to the company where
systematic efforts to develop the Nexign
brand have significantly increased demand
for its services.
Cultivation of sales opportunities on SouthEast Asian markets, and evaluation of prospects for commercial development in
Latin American countries.

Business: major
agreements and
new names
Increasing the number of major agreements concluded on target markets.
Completion of projects begun in previous
years for Yota, Rostelecom, MegaFon,
and Ucell.
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Partnerships:
new opportunities
for joint commercial
development
Continued development of the global Nexign
ecosystem, bringing together customers, technology partners, and suppliers of services and
equipment.
Launch of a partnership programme aimed
at strengthening Nexign’s presence on target
markets through joint marketing and commercial
activity with local and global partners.

ICS Holding:
integration and
synergy
Entry into new regional and sectoral markets,
and development of joint projects with other
ICS Holding companies.

Products: advanced
technologies for BSS
system optimisation
Ensuring the convergence and consolidation of BSS
systems as the foundations of a digital ecosystem.
Progressive technologies and engineering expertise
to develop the service dimension.

Audit report
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The exclusive rights to these materials, including the exclusive usage rights to the Nexign trademark,
belong to Nexign JSC and are protected by intellectual property law. Any usage, copying, reproduction,
translation, modification, or broadcasting of these materials, in whole or in part, in any form or manner
without the prior written permission of Nexign JSC is prohibited. Trademarks of other entities are used
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